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Modular meta-learning (Alet et al. ‘18)

Key ideas

Generalize by composing modules in different ways

Graph Neural Networks

1. Graph Neural Networks with multiple types of entities and
relations are useful for modeling dynamical systems.
2. We meta-learn a set of neural modules that allow us to model
many dynamical systems after inferring their structure.
3. Model-based approach to relational inference is more data
efficient and allows inferences for which it wasn’t trained.
4. We scale up modular meta-learning, from 100 to 50k datasets,
by learning a proposal function for Simulated Annealing.

Neural Relational Inference (Kipf et al. ‘18)
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Batching Multiple Datasets

Learning a Proposal Function
Instead of proposing random changes, a neural network learns to make good
proposals by imitating current structures found by Simulated Annealing.
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Higher Data Efficiency

Most non-modular meta-learning
approaches cannot
batch evaluations
between datasets

Inferring Unseen Entities

Charged

Modular representation:
batch into one graph, evaluate together
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Springs

Same idea works for other modular composition,
being easy to implement and giving ~5x speed-up
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Simulated Annealing uses the proposal function
to make good proposals for each dataset,
accepting them depending on performance.

Related Work
Neural network learns to predict structures from
datasets, providing a prior for proposal function.

Modular meta-learning; Alet et al. CoRL 2018
Neural relational inference; Kipf et al. NeurIPS 2018

Virtuous loop similar to that of AlphaZero

Mastering the game of Go without human knowledge; Silver et al. Nature ‘17

slow but consistent Simulated Annealing trains a fast neural network, which speeds up Simulated Annealing

Automatically composing representation... ; Chang et al. ICLR 2019

Our model-based approach allows us to infer other
aspects of a scene for which we did not train, such as
the trajectory of an unseen entity that affects observed
entities, by putting it inside our inner optimization.

Future Work
Vehicle
interaction dataset
Understanding the
intentions of drivers

